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TRANSITION REGION/

SHOWER SHAPES
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Transition Region
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Last year: shown why we have a transition region 
problem in detail (LEP models), proposed solutions:

New models that do not require L(H)EP: CHIPS

Mixture of models that can couple directly: 
FTFP_BERT

Better transitions regions: *_TRV

Only first two have really studied (and validated) in 
detail
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Results

LHC and CALICE experiments agree that:

FTFP_BERT is as good as QGSP_BERT on response and 
resolution. From CALICE: FTF could be better also for shower 
shapes

CHIPS (9.3, CMS also tested ref05/06) is at the moment not 
good in describing data for the considered observables: need 
more tuning

Need to measure FTFP_BERT performances w.r.t. 
QGSP_BERT

We need to discuss how to extract data from LHC/CALICE 
experiments and include in validation framework 
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Extending Models
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FTF new tuning (nuclear destruction 
coefficient and P0 tuning) 
show very good agreement with 
HARP-CDP data, BERT can be 
coupled directly

Special runs of FTFP_BERT 
changing transition from 5 to 19 
GeV: no differences in calos (but 
need more combinations materials/
primaries to test)
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Extending Model Validity
Strong indication (HARP-CDP total cross-sections and exclusive 
ones) that recent improvements bring down FTF validity starting 
from 3 GeV

BERT could be extended up to 32 GeV with some effort (sw 
allows, then need validation!)

This is not (very) important for FTFP_BERT (matching already 
smoothly) but could be a very good point for QGSP_BERT

Reggeon cascading will be introduced in QGS allowing to 
lower its validity (maybe down to few GeV?)

BERT extensions of internal tables for kaons, hyperons

Time scale is G4 9.5
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Shower Shapes
CALICE data show better agreement for shower shapes than LHC 
test-beam

CALICE data suggests to look at HE models to better describe 
longitudinal shower shapes.

Quasi-elastic to be tuned? 

From SATIF possible issue with σ(p+Fe): could match Fe/Sci (Tile) 
poor agreement of long. shower shape

It is possible to use “moments” to describe shower dimensions with 
three numbers: shower center, shower length and shower width

System to produce plots will be integrated in validation 
framework. How to compare with data? 

We need discussion with CALICE for shapes
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Shower Shapes
To confirm that BERT (large-angle cross sections) are 
responsible (at least in part) for lateral shower shapes

Indication of correlation:
cross-sec Vs lateral shower shap 

long shower: no effect
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How We Will Work
Tune on thin target and compare models (FTF, QGS, BERT) for the following 
observables (HARP-CDP):

Proton cross-sections -Be/Cu/Ta-

Pion cross-sections -Be/Cu/Ta-

Cross-sections: total p/pi production but also exclusive channels)

Second priority:

Pt spectra shape of secondaries

Rapidity distributions

Verify with simplified calorimeters:

All LHC and CALICE materials

Response, Resolution, Shower shapes

Tune transition region: search for smoothness, if two configurations are 
identical search better performances
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This schema will be added to Validation framework 
web-pages do document our working “model”

Thin target data: Tuning-
validation

E-scan in Simplified 
Calorimeters

(shower developments)

Exclusive channels cross sections
Compare models (ex: FTF/BERT)

Compare all observables:
Response, resolution, shower shape
Compare with reference G4 versions

FeedbackAssemble in PL

Compare with TB data
(CMS, ATLAS, CALICE) Compare with data

Release to experiments

Change transition “overlap” 
width around suggested point: 

effect?

Search a “point” where two 
models both agree with data
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Conclusions

FTFP_BERT clear winner for transition region
reference-08 tag will be the basis for December 9.4 release (we 
agreed on no major new developments on BERT / FTF)
What to do with *_TRV PLs? No good results (for transition 
issue) from LHC data, is it worth to continue support them?
QGSP_BERT_CHIPS: FTFP_BERT and QGSP_FTFP_BERT are 
better, do we really need it?
Hyperons, anti-nucleus could be handled by both BERT and 
FTF: could be an alternative to CHIPS (always good to have 
choice)
QGSP_BERT: we need this physics list to be very stable; we 
will experiment with FTFP_BERT, QGSP_FTFP_BERT
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